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Bluestreak Jewellery® is a family run business which is proud to provide a luxurious,
bespoke range of charms, charm bracelets and jewellery. All our products are
created using the highest quality Swarovski® crystals, and our bespoke designs will
not be found anywhere else.

As an Swarovski® Ingredient Branding Partner, our products are made using only
genuine Swarovski® crystals and charms. Every item comes with a Swarovski® seal
that provides a unique 16-digit code which can then be verified on the Swarovski®
website.

This is a unique opportunity to partner with Bluestreak Jewellery® and offer a brand
new range of jewellery which has great potential and is not currently available on
the high street.

Every jewellery item comes packaged in one of our beautiful gift boxes, with a
Swarovski® seal for authenticity and gift bag.

New thinking drives our products and services here at Bluestreak Jewellery®. We
continually lead the way in terms of innovation and ideas.

Our new online store and mobile app have been designed to be both quick and
easy to use. This ensures the best possible shopping experience for our customers.

We specialise in providing exceptional customer service. We’re based in the UK,
enabling our customers to contact us via phone, email or live chat. Whatever your
question or query, we will always respond quickly.
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ABOUT BLUESTREAK JEWELLERY

Swarovski® Ingredient Partner

Unique Range

Beautiful Gift

Innovative Ideas

Easy to Order

Unbeatable Customer Service



Swarovski® has been the premium brand for fine crystal embellishments since
1895. It is recognized for its innovative excellence and for its collaborations with
world-class designers and brands from the fashion, jewellery, accessories, interiors
and lighting industries.

Available in myriad colors, effects, shapes and sizes, crystals from Swarovski®
offer designers an unrivaled palette of inspiration born out of a passion for detail
and high-precision cutting. These precious ingredients impart a refined glamour
to everything they embellish and are produced according to the
groundbreaking lead-free* Advanced Crystal standard.

The ‘Crystals from Swarovski’ Seal, incorporating a sophisticated tracking system
with a unique identification number to reinforce authenticity, enables customers
to distinguish products embellished with genuine Swarovski crystals.

A family-owned company for more than 120 years, with values rooted in integrity
and excellence, Swarovski® is noted as much for its ethics as for its artistry and
innovative flair.

The founder, Daniel Swarovski, believed that business should have not only its
employees’ wellbeing at heart but also that of the environment and society as a
whole. His vision still inspires us today. For a global business in modern times, this
means playing a deeper role in society and ensuring our business acts
responsibly and with purpose.

swarovski-professional.com
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ABOUT SWAROVSKI
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CHARM
BRACELETS

Exclusive range of rhodium plated and leather Charm Bracelets made with Swarovski® crystal
charm beads and pendants. Designed by Bluestreak Jewellery® and made using genuine
components from Swarovski®.
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CHARM
NECKLACES

Exclusive range of Charm Necklaces made with Swarovski® crystal charm beads and Sterling
Silver (925) chains. The perfect multifunctional jewellery piece.
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CHARM
PENDANTS

Charm Pendants made with Swarovski® crystals. Each Charm Pendant design is available in a
wide range of colours. Pavé charms are handset with Swarovski® crystals. Charm Pendants
have a standard hole size making them compatible with many bracelets on the market.
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CHARM
BEADS
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SPRING BEADS

CHRISTMAS BEADS

SUMMER BEADS

AUTUMN BEADS

LETTER BEADS FLAGS BEADS

Charm Beads made with Swarovski® crystals. Each Charm Bead design is available in a wide
range of colours. Pavé charms are handset with Swarovski® crystals. Charm Beads have a
standard hole size making them compatible with many bracelets on the market.



BESPOKE
COLLECTION
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Our exclusive Bespoke Collection of hand-made jewellery has been designed by Bluestreak
Jewellery® and is made with Swarovski® crystals and high quality Sterling Silver (925), 24k Gold
plated and 18k Rose Gold plated components.
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STRETCH
BRACELETS

Stretch Bracelets made with Swarovski® crystals in a variety of designs including Single Stone,
Baguette and Country Flag colours. Available in Gold and Rhodium Plated.
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BEAUTIFUL
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

Bluestreak Jewellery® comes packaged in our beautiful gift 
boxes, with gift bag and Swarovski® seal.



bluestreakjewellery.co.uk
INFO@BLUESTREAKJEWELLERY.CO.UK  |  0800 084 2877


